
TRINITY UNITED CHURCH: SEPTEMBER 18, 2022 

SUMMARY: Together with One God, One Love! 
1 Tim.2:1-7 

 
Today’s text is a prayer for our best worship to be about our directing all our efforts and 
energies towards discovering & celebrating just this one sacred goal – our unity – with 
God, with nature, with others, even ourselves. Paul is writing to his disciple, Timothy, 
who he had overseeing the church at Ephesus - we’re not too sure of what was 
happening there other than it must have been kind of concerning for Paul because in the 
previous chapteri we see him instructing Timothy to stay there because of all the odd 
things that were going on. That’s what the situation was back then – probably not so 
very different from what it is for so many of us now! 
 
Today’s text urges us to pray particularly for people in places of authority so that all in 
creation may come to live what Paul describes as ‘quiet, Godly lives of peaceful 
dignity…’ He was focussing on the fledgling church in Ephesus - but not as an end in 
itself – what he was urging is actually the goal of all our living: Peaceful (SHALOM-
filled), lives of quiet dignity are the marks of lives aligned with God’s truth… 
This is the plan for how all people are intended to be living! It’s among the hallmarks of 
those who ‘know God’. Do you know people like that? SO attractive… 
 

The text then goes on to offer the justification for living like that, stressing how there is 
one God, with one mediator, who is Christ Jesus, calling us to believe how there us just 
this one root from which we and everything in creation has our source. If we did come 
truly to believe that, and to come truly to live the consequence of believing that, can you 
even begin to imagine what would happen to all the divisions and boundaries that we 
are so good at building - they would begin to break down! 
 

Reconciliation, Restoration, Healing, Forgiveness would become our primary drivers as 
opposed to bitter self-preservation and greedy competition. 
 

‘One God’ means that my personal God, is the same as your personal God, and that our 
communal God is the same as their communal God, and that’s quite regardless of how 
our various cultures and social mores may try to dress our ideas of God up to lead us 
into believing something different! Our embracing of ONE God means that all our 
emphasis on differences begins to die while our increasing celebration of oneness, our 
unity begins to resurrect! 
 

It isn’t then so much about how we pray for our leaders just to be about meeting our 
individual agendas as about them leading us into ways that help us to discover and then 
express our common unity! 
 

The word ‘mediator’ (from Greek µesites) describes the one ‘in the midst of’, the One 
who is the amalgam/merger – the one who brings together all of God and all of 
creation. What I understand this especially as meaning for us today is that in Jesus and 
the risen Christ God reveal our sacred unity with all things and everything – and that it 
is for us to live that out! 
 

But notice how Paul is NOT saying that Christ Jesus is the best µesites of all various 
other ways we can get to our God…He’s saying something infinitely more inclusive 



than that. He is saying that wherever anyone or anything senses their physical 
connection with the spiritual Divine, well, that`s the work of Christ. Anyone? 
Everyone! It’s anyone or anything whose unity with creation appears to be aligned with 
what has is revealed in Jesus Christ, because Jesus Christ is wherever the stuff of our 
ONE GOD is being revealed! 
 

I love that interpretation of Jn.3:16 which says that God’s gift of Jesus wasn’t about 
sending Jesus into the world to show us salvation – but about the drawing of Jesus OUT 
from it with Jesus as the exemplar of God-among-us! ‘This’ is what the everywhere at 
once Christ looks like. Christ, then, emerges as a different name for everythingii as it is 
all empowered to be, as God intends us to be! …all embraced in our one whole and 
together fullness, 
 

I think of Bob Marley’s wonderful call for us all to come back to this realisation!  
He first wrote his ‘ONE LOVE’ in 1965 but relaunched in 1977 in the face of violent 
and fractious Jamaican division and social unrest. It’s a call – a prayer - for us to break 
out of the self-interest that allow us to forget about the responsibility we carry as a result 
of our unity with everyone and everything else in God’s creation: 

‘Hear the children crying!’ What about the ONE heart? …as it was in the 
beginning and shall be at the end! Let’s get together and fight this Armageddon 

So when the Man comes there will be no doom. Have pity on those who chances grow 
thinner ONE LOVE! Give thanks and Praise to the Lord and feel alright 

Let’s get together and feel alright 
 

Isn’t that exactly what John Lennon was praying for at about the same time – for us to 
imagine how beautiful our world could be as we let go of what we so easily allow to 
divide us: ‘Imagine all the people, living life in peace…’ What stops us from living like 
that? Why don’t we all just rush towards embracing this one beautiful ideal? What 
causes us instead to choose to be far smaller in our broken separation from one another? 
 

Scholarsiii would argue that it’s our immaturity!  Our lack of real, meaningful spiritual 
growth! They describe spiritual growth as a move from our life priorities being: (1) 
entirely self-centered where it’s only ourselves and our personal agendas that matter to 
us, to (2) our gradual inclusion of others - people, family, communities who we can 
relate to – our tribe! Then (3) slowly even wider, as we mature, so we are given to start 
to embrace those who are different from us, and (4) ultimately, our sense of oneness 
with everyone and everything! 
 

Our reality is that we do tend to get stuck at any one of those levels – and so we allow 
Paul’s idea of us as an integral part of God’s ONE-LOVE creation to remain just a 
theoretical idea. No! We want more! Please Dear God, hear our prayer… 
 

No more do we want to live our separate lives: separate from you, creation, one 
another, even ourselves… 

We acknowledge with the saints how you are the One true Source of everyone and 
everything that is good… We acknowledge too that it is difficult for us to break through 

the barriers from knowing your goodness… 
Thank you for how, in your mercy and love your drew Jesus our of creation in order to 
show us what you are, and what we are meant to be. Thank you how you promise that 

there is nothing that can get in the way of your love being made manifest in us… 



Come O God, and in Christ may that love which is you, come truly to manifest in us, 
that we may be who you have made us to be, and that your love may come to be known 

May it be so, Amen 
 

Rev Robin Jacobson 
 

 
i 1 Timothy 1:3-7 (Message) 
ii Thank you Richard Rohr 
iii Drawing from evolutionary models such as Ken Wilbur’s Spiral Dynamics Integral 


